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Bio

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS
• Emeritus Faculty, Acad Council, Medicine

HONORS AND AWARDS
• Albion Walter Hewlett Award, Stanford University School of Medicine (1997)

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
• MD, Harvard Medical School (1952)
• BA, University of Nebraska, Chemistry (1948)

Publications

PUBLICATIONS

• AHA/ACCF/HRS recommendations for the standardization and interpretation of the electrocardiogram: part V: electrocardiogram changes associated with cardiac chamber hypertrophy: a scientific statement from the American Heart Association Electrocardiography and Arrhythmias Committee, Council on Clinical Cardiology; the American College of Cardiology Foundation; and the Heart Rhythm Society: endorsed by the International Society for Computerized Electrocardiology. Circulation
  2009; 119 (10): e251-61

• Recommendations for the standardization and interpretation of the electrocardiogram: part I: the electrocardiogram and its technology a scientific statement from the American Heart Association Electrocardiography and Arrhythmias Committee, Council on Clinical Cardiology; the American College of Cardiology Foundation; and the Heart Rhythm Society endorsed by the International Society for Computerized Electrocardiology. Journal of the American College of Cardiology
  2007; 49 (10): 1109-1127

• Recommendations for the standardization and interpretation of the electrocardiogram - Part I: The electrocardiogram and its technology - A scientific statement from the American Heart Association Electrocardiography and Arrhythmias Committee, Council on Clinical Cardiology; the American College of Cardiology Foundation; and the Heart Rhythm Society - Endorsed by the International Society for Computerized Electrocardiology CIRCULATION
  2007; 115 (10): 1306-1324

• Recommendations for the standardization and interpretation of the electrocardiogram: part II: electrocardiography diagnostic statement list a scientific statement from the American Heart Association Electrocardiography and Arrhythmias Committee, Council on Clinical Cardiology; the American College of Cardiology Foundation; and the Heart Rhythm Society - Endorsed by the International Society for Computerized Electrocardiology. Journal of the American College of Cardiology
  2007; 49 (10): 1128-1135

• Recommendations for the standardization and interpretation of the electrocardiogram - Part II: Electrocardiography diagnostic statement list - A scientific statement from the American Heart Association Electrocardiography and Arrhythmias Committee, Council on Clinical Cardiology;
the American College of Cardiology Foundation; and the Heart Rhythm Society - Endorsed by the International Society for Computerized
Electrocardiology

CIRCULATION
Mason, J. W., Hancock, E. W., Gettes, L. S.
2007; 115 (10): 1325-1332

- Recommendations for the standardization and interpretation of the electrocardiogram - Part II: Electrocardiography diagnostic statement list -
A scientific statement from the American Heart Association Electrocardiography and Arrhythmias Committee, Council on Clinical Cardiology; the American College of Cardiology Foundation; and the Heart Rhythm Society - Endorsed by the International Society for Computerized
Electrocardiology
HEART RHYTHM
Mason, J. W., Hancock, E. W., Gettes, L. S.
2007; 4 (3): 413-419

- Recommendations for the standardization and interpretation of the electrocardiogram - Part I: The electrocardiogram and its technology - A scientific
statement from the American Heart Association Electrocardiography and Arrhythmias Committee, Council on Clinical Cardiology; the American College of Cardiology Foundation; and the Heart Rhythm Society - Endorsed by the International Society for Computerized Electrocardiology
HEART RHYTHM
2007; 4 (3): 394-412

- Relation of QT interval measurements to evolving automated algorithms from different manufacturers of electrocardiographs
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CARDIOLOGY
2006; 98 (1): 88-92

- A clearer view of effusive-constrictive pericarditis
NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE
Hancock, E. W.
2004; 350 (5): 435-437

- Comparability of 12-lead ECGs derived from EASI leads with standard 12-lead ECGs in the classification of acute myocardial ischemia and old
myocardial infarction
27th Annual ISCE Conference on Research and Technology Transfer in Computerized Electrocardiology
CHURCHILL LIVINGSTONE INC MEDICAL PUBLISHERS.2002: 35–39

- Possible AV dissociation after cardioversion
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
2001; 36 (9): 19-20

- Differential diagnosis of restrictive cardiomyopathy and constrictive pericarditis
HEART
Hancock, E. W.
2001; 86 (3): 343-349

- An unusual ECG after spinal surgery
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
2001; 36 (8): 15-16

- Aberrant conduction or ectopic beats?
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
2001; 36 (7): 13-14

- Bradycardia with a changing P-R interval
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
2001; 36 (6): 15-16

- Postoperative tachycardia with possibly absent P waves
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
2001; 36 (5): 11-12

- Regular rhythm in atrial fibrillation
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
2001; 36 (4): 15-16
• Prominent Q waves in a preoperative ECG  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  2001; 36 (3): 25-26

• Near-syncope and abnormal T waves in a young woman  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  2001; 36 (2): 11-12

• Slow pulse in an elderly woman  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  2000; 35 (11): 9-10

• Rapid evolution of acute myocardial infarction  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  2000; 35 (10): 17-?

• Irregular rhythm in a 67-year-old man  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  2000; 35 (9): 19-20

• Acute pulmonary edema with ST elevation  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Crothers, K., Hancock, E. W.
  2000; 35 (8): 17-18

• Wide-complex tachycardia in a young man  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Ludington, K., Hancock, E. W.
  2000; 35 (7): 19-?

• Acute coronary syndrome without Q waves  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.

• ST elevation in a man with a gunshot wound to the head  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  2000; 35 (5): 16-17

• Abnormal ECG after a head injury  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  2000; 35 (4): 19-20

• Persistent tachycardia before back surgery  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  2000; 35 (3): 19-20

• Polymorphic tachycardia after cardiac arrest  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  2000; 35 (2): 19-?

• Acute chest pain with left bundle branch block  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.

• Irregular rhythm after cardiac surgery  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (13): 27-28

• Sudden chest pain, bradycardia, and hypotension  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (12): 49-50
• Inverted T wave returning to upright during acute MI *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (10): 33-34

• Mitral regurgitation with conduction defects *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (9): 21-22

• Supraventricular tachycardia in a man with unstable angina *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (8): 29-30

• Unusual ECG after syncope in an elderly woman *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (7): 11-12

• A 55-year-old man with acute myocardial infarction develops tachycardia following balloon angioplasty *CHEST*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 116 (1): 243-244

• Chest pain and abnormal T waves while at rest *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (6): 15-16

• Episodic chest pain in a young woman with hypertension *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (5): 23-24

• Sudden tachycardia at rest in a 39-year-old man *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (4): 43-?

• Acute dyspnea and tachycardia in a cigarette smoker *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (3): 33-34

• An unusual ECG in a man with lung cancer *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (2): 23-24

• Irregular rhythm in a man with unstable angina *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1999; 34 (1): 21-22

• Abnormal T waves in a woman with cerebral hemorrhage *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (12): 27-28

• ECG abnormalities in a comatose diabetic woman *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (11): 37-38

• Wide and narrow complexes in advanced A-V block *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (10): 47-?

• Anterolateral Q waves in a patient with rheumatic heart disease *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (9): 25-26
• Obituary: Herbert N. Hultgren. Clinical cardiology
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 21 (9): 695-697

• Wide-complex tachycardia in an obese 54-year-old woman Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (8): 27-?

• Premature beats after a mild stroke Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (7): 37-38

• Sudden tachycardia in an octogenarian Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (6): 35-?

• Normal ECG or peaked T waves? Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (5): 19-20

• Intermittent chest pain in a 77-year-old man Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (4): 15-16

• Cardiomyopathy with a pulse of 100 Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (3): 27-28

• Tachycardia and abdominal pain in a 37-year-old woman. Hospital practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (2): 15-16

• Anterior and inferior injury Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1998; 33 (1): 29-?

• Chest pain, hypotension, and bradycardia Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (12): 36-?

• Intermittent wide complexes in a preoperative ECG Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (11): 29-30

• A pulse of 27 in a man with chronic heart disease Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (10): 29-?

• Obesity and an abnormal ECG Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (9): 19-20

• Long QT interval in a young woman with severe weakness Hospital Practice
  Virmani, J., Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (8): 33-?

• Left bundle branch block with ST segment elevation Hospital Practice
  Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (7): 27-?
- Low voltage, Q waves, and congestive heart failure *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (6): 21-22

- Nausea and malaise during treatment of coccidioidomycosis *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  LOPEZ, F., Hancock, W.
  1997; 32 (5): 21-22

- Wide-complex tachycardia after colectomy *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.

- Acute MI with subsequent heart murmur *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (3): 25-26

- Pulmonary edema with wide-complex tachycardia *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (2): 25-?

- American College of Cardiology report on ECGEXAM *JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY*
  Mason, J. W., Hancock, E. W., Saunders, D. E., Schuger, C. D., Griffin, J. C., Kennedy, H. L., Buxton, A. E., Mittal, N.
  1997; 29 (2): 466-468

- Wide complex tachycardia *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1997; 32 (1): 15-?

- Is the premature beat a capture or an echo? *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (12): 33-34

- Hypothermia, slow pulse, and an unusual QRS complex *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (11): 25-26

- Tachycardia in a 60-year-old man. *Hospital practice*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (10): 15-16

- Sharp, sticking chest pain in a man with a pacemaker *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (8): 21-22

- Weakness and a slow pulse in a 40-year-old woman *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (7): 19-20

- Dyspnea and tachycardia in a young man after a cold *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (6): 29-30

- Chest pain and ST-segment elevation in a young man with cancer *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (5): 31-32

- Wide complex tachycardia in cardiogenic shock *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (4): 25-26
• ECG casebook. Unusual rhythm after cardiac surgery. *Hospital practice*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (3): 19-20

• Chest pain and a change in right bundle branch block *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (2): 53-54

• Atrial flutter in a man with mediastinal cancer *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1996; 31 (1): 15-?

• ECG complexes that resemble tombstones *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (12): 15-16

• A pause in cardiac rhythm detected before neck surgery *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (11): 15-16

• DYSPNEA AND LOW CARDIAC VOLTAGE IN A 69-YEAR-OLD WOMAN *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  LOPEZ, F., Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (10): 15-16

• DEEP T-WAVE INVERSION IN AN ELDERLY MAN *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (9): 17-18

• ATRIAL-FLUTTER OR ATRIAL-FIBRILLATION *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (8): 17-18

• WENCKEBACH OR MOBITZ TYPE-2 *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (7): 22-24

• CHEST PAIN AND ST-SEGMENT ELEVATION *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (6): 15-16

• SYNCOPE IN A YOUNG MAN *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (5): 26-27

• LONG PR INTERVAL AFTER WHIPLASH INJURY *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (4): 19-20

• MYOCARDIAL INJURY - ANTERIOR AND INFERIOR *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (3): 21-22

• BIGEMINAL RHYTHM AND CARDIAC-FAILURE IN RHEUMATIC HEART-DISEASE *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (2): 37-38

• HEART-FAILURE, SUPRAVENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA, AND CARDIOMYOPATHY *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 30 (1): 16-18
• Guidelines for training in adult cardiovascular medicine. Core Cardiology Training Symposium (COCATS). Task Force 2: training in electrocardiography, ambulatory electrocardiography and exercise testing. *Journal of the American College of Cardiology*
  Kennedy, H. L., Goldberger, A. L., Graboys, T. B., Hancock, E. W.
  1995; 25 (1): 10-13

• SLOW PULSE, NEAR-SYNCOPE, AND CONGESTIVE-HEART-Failure *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (12): 17-18

• ACUTE DYSPEA AND LARGE P-WAVES IN A HEALTHY-YOUNG WOMAN *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (11): 19-20

• SYNCOPE AND DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (9): 49-50

• CARDIAC-ARREST IN THE DIALYSIS UNIT *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (8): 87-88

• CONGESTIVE-HEART-Failure AND TACHYCARDIA IN AN ELDERLY MAN *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (7): 17-18

• SYNCOPE IN AN ELDERLY WOMAN *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (6): 89-?  

• SLOW PULSE IN A WOMAN WITH HEART-Failure *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (5): 31-32

• Cardiac tamponade. *Heart disease and stroke : a journal for primary care physicians*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 3 (3): 155-158

• AN IRREGULAR RHYTHM AFTER CARDIOVERSION *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (4): 89-90

• SUDDEN COLLAPSE WITH NEW RIGHT BUNDLE-BRANCH BLOCK *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (3): 127-128

• SYNCOPE IN A MAN WITH COPD *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (2): 135-136

• SHOCK AND PULMONARY-EDema IN AN ELDERLY WOMAN *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  VINCHRISTIAN, K., Hancock, E. W.
  1994; 29 (1): 71-72

• GLOBAL T-WAVE INVERSION AFTER A CAR ACCIDENT *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Smith, K. L., Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (12): 55-7

• MYOCARDITIS OR ACUTE MYOCARDIAL-INFARCTION *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Friend, L., Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (11): 109-110
- A COMPLICATION DURING BRONCHOSCOPY  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Valentine, V. G., Rizk, N. W., Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (10): 22-?

- WIDE QRS COMPLEXES IN ACUTE MYOCARDIAL-INFARCTION  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (9): 30-?

- ATRIAL-FIBRILLATION AND REGULAR RHYTHM IN AN ELDERLY WOMAN  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Chiu, A., Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (8): 37-38

- WIDE-COMPLEX TACHYCARDIA IN PREGNANCY  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  PENKALA, M., Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (7): 63-64

- INTERMITTENT SLOW PULSE IN ACUTE MYOCARDIAL-INFARCTION  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (6): 25-?

- DEEP T-WAVES AND PREMATURE BEATS IN MITRAL-VALVE PROLAPSE  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (5): 28-29

- SYNCOPE, WIDE MEDIASTINUM, AND PERICARDIAL-EFFUSION  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (4): 29-30

- TACHYCARDIA, SHOCK, AND PULMONARY-EDEMA  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (3): 33-?

- WIDE-COMPLEX TACHYCARDIA WITH MILD ANGINA-PECTORIS  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (2): 27-?

- MYELODYSPLASIA, PERICARDITIS, AND AN IRREGULAR TACHYCARDIA  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1993; 28 (1): 133-134

- ACUTE MI PATTERN IN DIABETIC-KETOACIDOSIS  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Kamimura, M., Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (12): 28-?

- ACUTE MYOCARDIAL-INFARCTION OR PERICARDITIS  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.

- ACUTE CHEST PAIN AND A WIDE QRS COMPLEX  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (10): 40-41

- CYANOSIS AND LEFT-VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (9): 53-54

- SUDDEN CHEST PAIN IN A BUSINESSWOMAN  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (8): 31-32
• **A SLOW PULSE AND A LOUD MURMUR IN AN ELDERLY WOMAN** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  OMOIGUI, N., Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (7): 23-24

• **EXTREME ST ELEVATION - ISCHEMIA OR INFARCTION** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  FRIDSMA, D. G., Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (6): 37-?

• **MYOCARDIAL INFARCT PATTERN IN SARCOIDOSIS** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (5): 21-22

• **ACUTE MYOCARDIAL-INFARCTION OR ONLY ISCHEMIA** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (4): 29-?

• **WHAT KIND OF AV DISSOCIATION** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (3): 60-?

• **CYANOTIC HEART-DISEASE IN A YOUNG WOMAN** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (2): 16-?

• **UNUSUAL RHYTHM AFTER AV NODAL ABLATION** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1992; 27 (1): 167-?

• **LARGE Q-WAVES IN AORTIC REGURGITATION** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (12): 139-140

• **EXTREME TACHYCARDIA IN A KINDERGARTNER** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.

• **TYPE-I OR TYPE-II BLOCK** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (10): 61-62

• **SYNCOPE AFTER CARDEOVERSION** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  RIDGEWAY, W., Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (9): 13-?

• **EXTREMELY RAPID VENTRICULAR RATE IN ATRIAL-FIBRILLATION** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.

• **SLOW BIGEMINY IN A CANCER-PATIENT** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (7): 35-?

• **A POSSIBLE ACUTE MI - WHAT LOCATION AND TYPE** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (6): 62-?

• **ACUTE INFERIOR INJURY - WILL IT BE REVERSIBLE** *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (5): 145-146
• A SLOW PULSE AFTER HEAD AND NECK-SURGERY  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Davis, S. F., Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (4): 53-54

• SUPRAVENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA IN SEPSIS - WHAT MECHANISM  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (3): 36-?

• TACHYCARDIA 3 MONTHS AFTER A HEART-ATTACK  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (2): 21-22

• A YOUNG WOMAN WITH SYNCOPE AND AN ABNORMAL ECG  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1991; 26 (1): 169-?

• EXTENSIVE Q-WAVES IN A SCHIZOPHRENIC WOMAN  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  KINSEL, L. B., Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 25 (12): 35-36

• Neoplastic pericardial disease.  *Cardiology clinics*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 8 (4): 673-682

• SYNCOPE AND PALPITATION - WHAT MECHANISM  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 25 (10): 27-28

• IRREGULAR RHYTHM IN A PREOPERATIVE PATIENT  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 25 (9): 133-134

• ONE ACUTE MYOCARDIAL-INFARCTION OR 2  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 25 (8): 104-?

• POSSIBLE TORSADE IN A PATIENT WITH AIDS  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 25 (7): 132-?

• TIMING OF VALVE-REPLACEMENT FOR AORTIC-STENOSIS  *CIRCULATION*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 82 (1): 310-312

• Usual or unusual arrhythmia in acute myocardial infarction?  *Hospital practice*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 25 (6): 81-?

• VENTRICULAR-TACHYCARDIA OR ABERRANCE  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 25 (5): 35-?

• SYNCOPE AND BIGEMINAL RHYTHM  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.

• VENTRICULAR OR SUPRAVENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA  *HOSPITAL PRACTICE*
  Hancock, E. W.
  1990; 25 (3): 41-?
• ATRIAL-FLUTTER, FIBRILLATION, OR ARTIFACT  
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
1990; 25 (2): 29-30

• IRREGULAR TACHYCARDIA AFTER CARDIAC-SURGERY  
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
1990; 25 (1): 83-84

• TACHYCARDIA AND PANIC IN A YOUNG WOMAN  
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
1989; 24 (12): 29-30

• WIDE-COMPLEX TACHYCARDIA WITH PAST ATRIAL SEPTAL-DEFECT  
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
1989; 24 (11): 19-?

• ASSOCIATION OF BIDIRECTIONAL VENTRICULAR-TACHYCARDIA WITH FAMILIAL SUDDEN-DEATH SYNDROME  
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CARDIOLOGY
Cohen, T. J., Liem, L. B., Hancock, E. W.
1989; 64 (16): 1078-1079

• LONG Q-T INTERVAL IN AN ASIAN IMMIGRANT  
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
1989; 24 (10): 21-?

• SLOW PULSE, ARTERIAL EMBOLISM, AND MULTIPLE MEDICATIONS  
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
1989; 24 (9): 45-?

• CHAOTIC ELECTROCARDIOGRAM IN A TEENAGER  
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
1989; 24 (8): 135-138

• PALPITATION AND ABNORMAL ECG IN MUSCULAR-DYSTROPHY  
HOSPITAL PRACTICE
Hancock, E. W.
1989; 24 (7): 21-?

• ECG casebook. What kind of supraventricular tachycardia?  
Hospital practice
Hancock, E. W.
1989; 24 (6): 41-?

• ECG casebook. Right ventricular hypertrophy or bundle branch block?  
Hospital practice
Hancock, E. W.
1989; 24 (5): 63-?

• ATRIAL-FLUTTER OR ATRIAL TACHYCARDIA  
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